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EXPANSION PACKS

JOIN FOR FREE >

Operationalize threat detection today with any of our plans. All of our subscriptions can be tailored
to your tech stack and security landscape to power up and streamline your threat detection. 

PRO

Premium validated, behavioral
threat detection content

Thousands of real-time attack
sessions

Custom dashboards

Up to 2 SIEM + EDR integrations

Next-gen threat intelligence

Enhance threat detection
with curated content
developed by experts.

PLUS

Accelerate custom content
development and build
detections-as-code

Emulate attacks in-app or in your
environment

Equip your existing security
validation platform

Accelerate your ability to
develop detection content
with expert and open-source
threat research.

All the benefits of our Pro tier plus:

COMPLETE

Build and launch control
validation scripts

For large organizations in
either the public sector or
private sector who want
access to all of SnapAttack’s
platform capabilities.

All the benefits of our Plus tier plus:

COMMUNITY

All base threat detection content
for free

Advanced features such as
integrations, attack capture lab,
detection engineering, and
validation only available starting
at the Pro tier.

For individuals who want to
learn and level up their
detection game for free. SECURITY CONTROL

VALIDATION ENGINE

For organizations with no
current validation capability
that need to create and
launch validation scripts to
prove detection performance.

USER + INTEGRATION
EXPANSION PACK

For organizations that require
extra users and integrations
covered in their SnapAttack plan.

View plan details >>>
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Analyst license

SIEM / EDR integrations

Community threat +
 detection content

SnapAttack premium + OEM attack +
detection content

SnapAttack API

--

Intelligence quick add

IOC hunter

--

Universal detection translator

Content dashboard

Custom confidence tailoring

One-click deploy

Detection dashboard

TTP hunter

No-code detection builder

Threat detection 
validation engine

--

Attack capture lab

Portable capattack

Validation script builder

---

MITRE ATT&CK 
matrix dashboard

SOC manager dashboard

User activity dashboard
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